Abstract-In this paper, we conduct theoretical research on the listed company financial management mode innovation trend under the registration system background. Cycles of the core macroeconomic environment is each enterprise that must face the reality of the problem, for the listed companies, the macroeconomic environment is set up financial strategy need to consider problems listed companies must be good at making scientific financial strategy to avoid and reduce the negative influence of the macro-economic changes. Under the condition of the socialist market economy, as the listed company financial management is to maximize the value of the company ultimate goal. Our research combines the registration system background to propose the novel perspective that is meaningful.
Introduction
With the continuous development of the securities market, investors are increasingly tend to be more rational, more attention to financial status of modern listed companies. The financial status of listed companies can be reflect through a series of the financial indicators, but the financial index can only reflect the company's business activities in a certain moment, some aspects of the basic situation, but investors and operators comprehensive results that often need to know about the company's financial situation, as the basis of investment decision and management decision [1] [2] .
According to the literature review, the main quality problems of the listed company financial report information could be summarized as the follows. (1) Current accounting standards for enterprises in basic accounting policy selection gives companies greater flexibility, and companies tend to choose accounting method works best for us, the resulting different results lead to the same financial report do not conform to the requirements of the comparability of data and information, to some extent, this also provides a possible manipulation of the profits for the company. (2) To make the right judgment and decision making, even if is true and reliable financial reporting information as if we provide is not enough in time, but also will lose its timeliness, its effect on information users will also be discounted, or no practical significance. (3) Some of the listed company to achieve its purpose, in the preparation of financial reports is often overstated profits, inflated assets, are forged general financial reporting information, etc., to the enterprise actual financial position, operating results and cash flow status.
The object of the financial management of listed companies is the listed company's cash flow is an effective plan, raise and use of basic funds management. The operation effect and efficiency of listed companies is ultimately reflected through the financial indicators, and therefore, the listed company financial crisis early warning must be the result of the real-time through the financial index to reflect that should obey the listed guidelines. (1) Financial results must be the feedback as soon as possible to the listed company managers at all levels, allow them to quickly response and improve the business and management, to improve performance. (2) All 2nd International Conference on Social Science and Technology Education (ICSSTE 2016) the listed companies operate business link must be closely related to finance. (3) Listed companies operating state of all the business process must be real-time, truthfully reflect the general financial condition [3] [4] .
Capital management mechanism is the effective management of the funds, control and operation mechanism. Budget management is on the basis of the general scientific management forecast and the decision-making, around the enterprise strategic target, for a certain period of enterprise funds to the raise, use and distribution of financial activities such as planning and planning, make the production and operation activities carried out in accordance with the core predetermined plan and plan flow and movement, so as to realize the effective management mechanism, enterprise financial management goal and the inherent requirement of capital operation mechanism is the same. In this paper, we conduct research on listed company financial management mode innovation trend under the registration system background. Enterprise financial budget management is the guarantee of healthy development of the enterprise, but also conforms to the requirement of the modern enterprise development that is an important part of enterprise financial centralized control. The financial budget management of the enterprise, not only affects the economic benefits of enterprises, more is closely related to the vital interests of the employees. To strengthen enterprise financial budget management, can guarantee steadily implement enterprise development strategy, to maximize the enterprise value, and improve enterprise economic benefits. In the later parts, we will analyze in detail.
Our Proposed Methodology
The China's Securities Market. In the securities market, investors can affect the share price through about future events information to determine whether the prices of the securities are reasonable. The emergence of the information is random and the continuous, investors constantly according to the new information to adjust their expectations, stock prices also constantly changes. Information can be quickly and accurately affect stock price depends on the effectiveness of the securities market. If the information is without prejudice to the way gets fully reflected in the stock price in a timely manner, then the market can be considered to be effective. Market means that the stock market can effectively price for Pointers to guide capital resources effectively configuration, and finally realizes the social resource allocation optimization. So that the research on the effectiveness of the securities market in China has important theoretical and practical significance [5] .
The rise of the securities market is a product of the China's economic reform tide that the system construction of the first driving force has always come from the government, the institutional risk is mainly dominated by the government under the planned economy with market characteristics of the birthmark to give rules. Mention the recognized as a background, can help us in the stock market risk and the whole economic system reform process set up a reasonable logic contact between. That is to say, the tide of economic reform achievement and prosperity of China's securities market, mandatory institutional change dominated by the government to supernormal general development of securities market, but at the cost of the securities market system contain too much risk.
Development process of China's securities market is the market stage of extensive growth, gross in the market, trading volume, the number of listed companies, the operation of infrastructure, etc. have begun to take shape, and formed the basic operation framework of modern securities market. And the development of the securities market after the goals should be functional development, develop the market depth and breadth, perfects the market intrinsic function. In this context, the financial product innovation will become the driving force for the development of the market to deepen.
The Listed Company Financial Management. Listed companies in the process of the national economic construction obtained greater development opportunities, through the effective integration of cash, and better achieve its own development and progress. Under such background, the listed company financial management problems in all the more remarkable role in the process of enterprise development, how to effectively manage the financial, avoid financial risk problem, all have great influence to the enterprise is the present of our country's listed companies must consider an important issue. In the following figure, we show the features of the listed company [6]. Financial and strategic choice as core issue of general development strategy of listed companies directly concerns the rise and fall success or failure, for the future development of enterprises need to seriously study, steady implementation that can be reflected from the follows.
 Complexity. Listed companies are facing financial internal and external environment is more complex, the listed companies are facing financial strategic environment analysis, evaluation and forecast accurately is very difficult, compared with some other strategy, financial strategy formulation and implementation complexity is higher, difficulty is greater.  The properties. Functional strategy is aimed at various functional departments or special work, the concrete implementation strategy mainly solve problem of resource utilization efficiency maximization. From the strategic level, a layer of the strategy for the next layer of strategy have controlling effect, that is to say, financial strategy as part of the strategy.  Fundamentality. Listed company's financial strategy involves the production and operation of an enterprise and all aspects of the basic reform and development, more and more extended to enterprise resource planning future long-term development, more and more become the focus of the attention, in the enterprise overall strategy system has played an increasingly important role in fundamental. Internal control system is refers to the enterprise executive leadership and that each administrative department of the relevant personnel, when dealing with production and business activities of mutual connection and restriction a kind of management system, including to ensure normal to take a series of necessary management measures which the enterprise. Strict accounting management is the focus of the internal control system design of a reasonable and effective organization and post division of labor, implementation of post responsibility and standardization of business processing procedures.
The Registration System Background. Registered production is the direction of the distribution system reform in our country in the future, is from the administrative examination and approval to the distribution system in our country market mechanism is an important step. The registration system is the key to reform the current "shape" authorization, to break the whose regardless of old pattern, the lower the issuance examination power to exchange as a starting point, step by step.
At the same time, according to international practice to review devolution to exchange, procedural, authenticity, and by its form, the securities and futures commission oversees exchange, only in the process when it is necessary to retain veto power. Later as long as the application for listing of basic corporate compliance, reached the threshold of the public, the information disclosure of real and the effective, it should let the listing, as far as possible to return the options market, the investors make their own judgments, in the decision mechanism of listed company to strengthen the basic role of the market mechanism. Authorization can be found that some issuers of fraud and the basic stock issue application have a veto. But the government behavior has its ability to the border, although the stock issuance examination in a large number of manpower and material resources, but it is difficult to do review both accurate, and easy cause power rent-seeking, reduce the audit results. In addition, a public stock offering is subject to government review is approved while investors are prone to rely on the psychological, less independent judgment over the quality of the issuer, so if investors suffer, tend to blame the government. From the issuance examination system analysis, the mature market has formed a multi-level market system, targeting different listing applicants, to develop general different listing standards, provide diversified listed form, to compliance audit of listed company, for the first time to apply for only, by setting the corresponding listing standards continuously, continuously strengthen the protection of the rights and interests of investors, strengthen rights of shareholders, independent directors and audit committee, strengthen the transparency of information disclosure [7] . The Financial Budget Management. Enterprise financial budget management is an important part of basic enterprise budget management, according to enterprise development strategy and annual business plan production, considering the budget during the period of the economic policy, market environment factors, such as for a certain period of the financial activities of the budget.
In order to ensure the completion of the main indicators, the budget must formulate strict budget analysis and evaluation methods, effectively control the process of budget implementation. Enterprise can according to the results of budget implementation, the implementation of performance appraisal, reasonable with the amount of rewards and punishments. Financial budget examination should have the basis of accurate data, to quantitative assessment index that is reasonable, avoid the arbitrariness. Enterprise group should establish statistical accounting, financial budget management to oversee reflect the completion of each phase of the basic financial budget indicators. By comparing the budget number and the actual number of differences, analyses the reasons and put forward the improvement measures, timely correcting deviation to guarantee the effect of budget management [8] .
Through the financial budget management, better treatment of enterprise assets profitability and liquidity, and the relationship between the costs and risks of financial structure, to carry out financial budget plan, or optional breakthrough financial budget and the basic financial risk, to take preventive measures, early reasonable risk coping strategies, effectively avoid the financial risk, achieve business objectives to provide powerful guarantee for the basic enterprise. Financial budget management as an important management tool is one of the modern enterprises is playing an increasingly important role that is the need of enterprise management innovation, is the modern enterprise financial management needs to solve an important issue. Therefore, strengthening the financial budget management of the enterprise, can achieve cutbacks, so as to improve corporate assets to improve the economic benefit.
Conclusion
In this paper, we conduct research on listed company financial management mode innovation trend under the registration system background. Under condition of market economy, the listed company financial supervision level decides the production and operation scale and the market competition ability, financial regulation should be the core of the management of listed companies. Build internal financial supervision system of listed companies, both is advantageous to the basic operators realize investors set financial goals, but also to maintain the interests of the other main stakeholders. Operator is the comprehensive implementation main work efficiency of internal financial control, improve the efficiency of financial resources and comprehensive utilization, operator to improve comprehensive utilization efficiency of financial resources in the process of need to weigh the management risk, the financial risk, investment risk, work to avoid errors caused by accidental damage.
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